LASER PROGRAM
LASER LEVEL

••
••
••
••
••

with a strong magnet in the milled surface
laser wave-length is 670 nm
the mounting tolerance of the horizontal vial is 0.25 mm/m
laser ray range in rooms: 30 m
protected against dust and moisture

Prod. nr.
1331339
1331330

Prod. code
BLL035
BLL080

EAN code
3838853405959
3838853405942

Length (cm)
35
80

Packing
1
1

TRIPOD

•• made of light metal design, connecting thread 5/8 inch
•• height can be changed with a simple stretching mechanism
•• model BST242 is additionally provided with a crank lift for legs’ stretching

Prod. nr.
1340209
1340214

BST242
BST160

LEVELLING PLATFORM
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Prod. code
BVG

EAN code
3838853214032
3838853406208

Length (cm)
160
242

Packing
1
1

LASER SET

•• heavy-weight metal design, rotating, bearing-supported
•• the device can be used as a stand-alone unit on the floor or on a
tripod (1/4, 3/8 and 5/8 inch thread)
•• bull’s-eye vial integrated in the rotation disc
•• uncontrolled rotation avoided with an integrated brake

Prod. nr.
1340205

Prod. code
BST160
BST242

EAN code
3838853215510

Packing
1

•• set in a carrying case (450 × 300 × 160 mm) includes a laser level with
35 cm length (BLL035), a levelling platform (BVG), a beam deflecting
prism (BOP1) and laser spectacles (BOL)
•• technical characteristics are the same as for single components
Prod. nr.
1331411

Prod. code
BLS

EAN code
3838853218108

Packing
1

S A L ES CATA L OGUE

LASER PROGRAM
BEAM DEFLECTING PRISM

LASER SPECTACLES

BOP1

BOP2

•• improve the visibility of laser rays in unfavourable light conditions
Prod. nr.
1340221

•• for deflection of a laser beam by 90° (model BOP1),
with the possibility of 360° rotation
•• model BOP2: deflection 50 % of laser power under angle 90°,
and 50 % travel further in the direction of the basic ray
without interruption
Prod. nr.
1340220
1340219

Prod. code
BOP1
BOP2

EAN code
3838853214575
3838853216142

Packing
1

Prod. code
BOL

EAN code
3838853214568

Packing
1

LASER SELF-LEVELLING

1

LASER DISTANCE METRE - DISTO D5

Opcija z elektronskim
laserskim detektorjem

•• for accurate measurements, especially of larger distances on heavy
approachable places, without additional assistance
•• measuring is done quickly, exactly in the laser point that we see
•• digital Pointfi nder with 4 × zoom and high resolution color display
•• Features like Trapezium function, Pythagorean functions, 45° Tilt
sensor, Power Range Technology™
•• it allows defining of three different starting measuring points
(in front, behind, tripod)
•• measuring accuracy +/-1 mm, range 200 m
•• also other models available

Prod. nr.
1331345

Prod. code
BD

EAN code
3838853413688

Packing
1

•• auto levelling 5 dot and lines laser is used for levelling and
aligning inside
•• levelling precision: line laser +/- 3.0 mm/10 m; horizontal
accuracy of dot laser +/- 3.0 mm/10 m; vertical accuracy of
dot laser – up +/- 1.5 mm/3 m; vertical accuracy of dot laser –
down +/- 1.5 mm/2 m
•• levelling: automatically in zone + / - 3°
•• included in set: Automagic, magnetic multifunction base
with connecting thread 1/4˝ and 5/8˝ for the tripod, target
plate, battery, soft bag
•• additional option BLM SET: BLM + electronic laser detector

Prod. nr.
1331901
1331902

Prod. code
BLM
BLM-SET

EAN code
3838853414432
3838853414449

Packing
1
1
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